Troop Meeting Breakdown

Opening Flag Ceremony – Consider asking your Patriots to create a social-distancing-friendly video. Each girl would record herself performing a different part of the ceremony from her own home. Then each video snippet would be submitted to one girl/volunteer and edited together to create one video.

Opening Prayer – Assign or ask for a girl to volunteer to lead the opening prayer. This can be a rotating schedule or led by the Troop Shepherd.

Announcements – During announcements a girl/volunteer can share uplifting stories from Troop Members, relay Troop news, and open the floor for feedback (questions, comments, updates, etc.).

Break Out for Unit Time – Units could breakout into their own virtual calls. Each Unit could use part of this time for girls to share, pray for one another, discuss badge questions, play games that could build connection, or participate in other activities that could be completed virtually. To increase engagement, discuss with the girls what they would like to do on future virtual calls.

Closing – While still in your Unit breakout, have each Unit recite the AHG Oath in their own virtual call. Consider asking a girl to volunteer to close the Unit meeting in prayer.